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Introduction
This chapter begins by examining the historical evolution of the construct of
distance education in Southern Africa. In doing so, it explores the educational
philosophies underlying distance education and illustrates how distance
education has evolved from operating outside higher education to increasingly
being a part of higher education, enabling institutions to fulfil their goals of
equity and access. The second section focuses on the development of distance
education programmes and provides practical input for those charged with
setting up or augmenting such programmes, using a 'fourth generation'
Instructional Systems Design approach. In the last section of the chapter,
materials developed for distance education are analysed to illustrate the
principles of instructional design that underpin them.

Three generations of distance education
The physical distance between lecturers and students that characterises
distance education means that learning must be facilitated by print,
electronic, mechanical or other devices (Moore, 1973: 664). Distance
education has developed in three main phases which Moore and Kearsley
(1996: 19-20) label 'generations'. Like human generations, these tend to coexist. The first generation, sometimes called 'correspondence study' or singlemedium distance education, is characterised by printed materials and study
guides sent by mail from lecturers/tutors at correspondence institutions.
Students are given assignments, such as essays, letters or a reading list with
a set of questions, which correspondence tutors mark. Second generation,
multimedia distance education, on the other hand, is characterised by a
greater range of 'one-way' media (predominantly print, television and radio
broadcasting, and cassettes), together with some 'two-way'
communication with correspondence tutors, or in face-to-face tutorials.
The first open universities were established within these two paradigms
(e.g. The University of South Africa (Unisa) in 1946, the Open University
in Britain in 1969, the Korea National Open University in 1972, the Spanish
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Universidad National de Education a Distancia in 1972, and Indira Ghandi
National Open University in 1985).
Third generation distance education or telematic education emerged in the
1990s, using electronic information technologies such as telecommunications, computer conferencing networks and audio and video
conferencing. Increasingly, residential universities are using these resources
to help them fulfil their goals of equity and access. Modern distance
education is thus abl

matter, educational philosophy, personalities, environmental factors,
medium of communication and learners' individual needs. Ideally, it is
conducted in a spirit of mutual trust to arrive at new ways of thinking and
acting. No particular view is imposed.
Another key aspect of distance education is structure (Moore, 1990: 300).
The more clearly structured a course is in relation to outcomes, the more space
it creates for the student to exercise learner autonomy, individual responsibility
and independence over the learning process (Moore, 1972: 82). In short,
learning materials have to be so structured that they facilitate dialogue.
There are at least two important implications of such a view. First,
educators have to expand their self-awareness in order to develop greater
empathy and sensitivity to the needs and perspectives of distance learners.
Second, both the educator and the learner have to understand their roles
within the spirit of co-operative learning.
Learner autonomy
Learner autonomy means that students:
• independently engage intellectually with the content
• interact with the course developer as they respond to the conversational
style of the study guides
• interact with the feedback on in-text activities or assignments (Moore,
1993: 20).
Within a social-constructivist perspective, this kind of 'self-direction' must
include an element of critical reflection in which learners become aware of
the assumptions which underlie the learning process, reflect on them, and
then question whether or not they are valid (Mezirow in Quakers, 1995:
49). In this way, learners' assumptions can be re-formed or transformed to
new ways of thinking and acting (Quakers, 1995: 59). Moreover, critical
reflection demands that both educators and learners at a distance 'take the
risk to challenge ideas and explore new conceptions and perspectives'
(Anderson and Garrison, 1995: 197). Therefore distance education should
involve the integration of 'information acquisition, critical reflection and
critical discourse' (Ibid.: 198). Distance education cannot merely consist of
pre-packaged self-instructional material. Courses should challenge
students' beliefs and values and encourage learners to reflect critically.
The above discussion of dialogue and learner autonomy should point us
to the importance of open or resource-based learning (RBL) in distance
education. Operating within a learner-centred philosophy, programmes
consist of flexibly designed courses able to meet individual learner
requirements (Rumble, 1989: 28).
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RBL and distance education providers in Southern Africa
The goal of RBL in Southern Africa is neatly summed up in the report of a
commission into higher education in South Africa.
The use of well-designed learning resources, with which students can
interact at an appropriate pace, enables academic staff to shift their
emphasis away from lecturing towards curriculum and course design, tutor
training, assessment, quality assurance and promotion ... If implemented
successfully, this approach should enable academic staff to lead and direct
well-designed learning environments for larger and more heterogeneous
groups of students.
(National Commission for Higher Education (NCHE), 1996: 23)

Unfortunately, not all practices at higher distance education institutions in
Southern Africa meet these high ideals. Throughout the region, efficacy,
relevance and cost-effectiveness leave much to be desired. Among issues for
attention, the NCHE lists low through-put and completion rates in science
and technology programmes, ineffective single mode correspondence-type
distance education, inadequate tutorial and learner support structures at
regional and national centres, and subsidy formulae which do not
encourage learner-centred education.

Developing distance education programmes and
materials using instructional systems design
Key to the development of successful distance education programmes and
courses which facilitate learner-centred higher education, is 'instructional
design'. 'Instructional design' is a materials development strategy for which
strong claims are being made. Johnson asserts that it 'provides a set of tools
that allow us to maximise individual learning potential ... (and) to meet
learner needs' (1989: 4). Kember and Murphy argue that instructional
design can foster conceptual change in learners (1995: 4).
Over the years, behavioural, developmental, social and cognitive
psychology have, in turn, all influenced instructional design. For many
behavioural psychologists in the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s, learning was
enhanced by controlling the learning environment through reinforcement,
contingency management and behaviour modification. In practice,
knowledge was transmitted as if it was a fixed commodity and the chief
concern was to change external behaviour (Johnson, 1989: 6). Behaviourist
theory has obvious shortcomings: it does not make provision for complex
mental tasks such as synthesis, analysis and evaluation and views the learner
and learning as passive (Johnson, 1989: 6). Developmental psychologists like
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Piaget showed how important it was to attribute a more complex role to the
learner. In the words of Kember and Murphy, they showed that learners are
not empty vessels waiting to be filled with knowledge. Rather, they approach
each learning task with a set of personal beliefs, motivations, and
conceptions about the subject area and about knowledge itself (1995: 100).
More recently, psychologists like Gardner (1993), and Sternberg (1988)
have encouraged dynamic interpretations of how the interests of learners
are best served. Both of them consider that there are different kinds of
intelligence. They therefore take issue with a view of intelligence as one
thing, as this in fact privileges certain kinds of intelligence (analytic and
language), while making little or no provision for others. Gardner for
instance refers to multiple intelligences or frames of mind (ways of viewing
the world): linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodilykinaesthetic, intrapersonal, interpersonal and naturalistic. By taking
account of such views of intelligence and associated views of learning in
our distance education material, we increase the possibility of our students
having richer, more relevant learning experiences. At its best, instructional
design is 'a creative, flexible, dynamic process; it is not rule-dependent, but
fluid and responsive ... an evolving (adaptable) discipline' (Johnson, 1989:
14). This means that it is free to 'call on a wide range of perspectives on
learning and human behaviour as well as how that information can be
creatively combined within a broader social and organisational context'
(Ibid.: 6). It can thus become a process by which the best instructional
methods are selected to teach given outcomes under set conditions
(Reigeluth, 1983: 23). At the macro level, instructional design is concerned
with creating programmes and curricula; at the micro level, lessons and
modules (Seels, 1995: xi). In sum, it provides authors with a guide to
evaluation, analysis, design, production and implementation (Tennyson,
1995: 113).
Between the 1950s and 1970s Instructional Systems Design (ISD), that is,
a systematic process of practising instructional design, evolved. Tennyson
has identified four generations of ISD (1995: 113). He traces the process of
development from a relatively simple linear method of design, which
evolved into the flowchart method, followed by a linear set of phases and
eventually the present complex, recursive, and dynamic process of
instructional design.
The first generation offered generic solutions. The teacher or subject
content expert set objectives, produced an instructional programme and
designed pre- and post-tests. Evaluation of these four components was
formative.
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The second generation of ISD introduced a needs analysis and a review of
existing materials before the programme was compiled or created and then
implemented. Summative evaluation in the form of a report on the quality
and effectiveness of the product supplemented formative evaluation.
By the 1980s, cognitive psychology had replaced behaviourism as the
preferred learning theory and both subject content specialists and technical
experts participated in the authoring process. Proponents of the third
generation worked in four phases: development of a project plan based on
a situation analysis; design of goals, objectives and a delivery strategy;
production of materials (instruction and management); and the 1
implementation of a quality instructional and management system.
Fourth generation ISD (the main focus of this chapter) is a dynamic and
flexible system that offers solutions specific to a given situation (Gagne et
al., 1988: 8). It uses a problem-solving approach (Tennyson, 1995: 121).
Unlike the first three generations of ISD where the problem is assumed to
be fully understood from the outset, making it possible for the instructional
design to proceed along a defined plan, ISD-4 allows for adjustments to the
process as variables and conditions change over time.
In what follows, we discuss seven key aspects of ISD.
• analysing the learners
• proposing a distance education package
• establishing an ISD team
• designing/structuring a course
• using access devices
• delivering a package
• evaluating a programme.
Analysing the learners
The development of distance learning materials depends upon having a
sound knowledge of the target group, so that the learner can be placed at 1
the centre of the learning process. An analysis of learner population aims at
providing information about
• learner group characteristics such as educational background, age, ability,
need for motivation, and present skill levels, as well as number of
learners, geographic location of learners, accessibility of resources, and
cultural range; and
• learner differences in cognitive style, aptitude, learning style, perception,
language ability, and so on (Tennyson, 1995: 124).
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Proposing a distance education package
After completing a learner analysis, the

There are six essential roles:
• Course co-ordinators must have expertise in the field of distance education.
The co-ordinator is often mandated by the faculty/department to
organise and manage the distance education course or programme to be
developed. The co-ordinator facilitates negotiation between course
developers regarding content, didactic approach, mode of media, learner
evaluation procedure, intended purpose and goal articulation of the
course, time schedules and estimated costs for design, development,
production and delivery of materials.
• Academic authors are needed for their specialist knowledge of the course to
be developed. They generate the academic distance education learning
material in accordance with the negotiated course development plan.
• Critical readers are needed to scrutinise the developed materials for
coherence, learnability and learner accessibility. They may also evaluate
the efficiency and effectiveness of a course on completion, that is, do a
summative product evaluation. They need not have specialist content
knowledge.
• Editors play a complex role. Over and above the language editing, they
look at issues such as cultural sensitivity, sexism, racism, bias, readability
and learner accessibility, especially in relation to speakers of English as an
additional language.
• Instructional designers conceptualise learning opportunities for a specific
course and in collaboration with mainstream academic authors embark
on a continuous, recursive and ever-evolving process of course design
within the parameters of a negotiated concept map. This includes the
educational framework of thinking, the nature of the student intake,
resources available and curriculum structure and aims. The instructional
designers do these things in addition to developing an agreed-upon
course outline, that is, units of content, time allocation to content,
sequencing, continuity, pacing and methodology for each unit,
assessment methods and feedback procedures (Luckett, 1996: 40). Their
roles are crucial in establishing collegial trust among the role players and
opening communication to facilitate the improvement of the quality of
course materials.
• Graphic designers are primarily responsible for the formatting, style sheet,
page layout and display characteristics, for example, graphics, text, colour,
icons, marginal notes, etc. of the distance education course materials.
Ideally an instructional design team comprises members who are multiskilled. For example, an instructional designer may also be a person with
specialist subject knowledge of the developed course.
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Structuring the course
Structuring a distance education course involves a design phase whereby
course developers:
• Define the organisation or sequence of the knowledge through course,
module (section), theme (topic) and units (sub-topics or lessons).
• Establish broad principles for authoring activities, for example, whether to
use initial outlines and concluding summaries and what format they
should take, what kinds of headings and subheadings should be adopted,
and what selection principles and patterns of expounding on concepts and
defining key vocabulary should be used. Other aspects would be the register
to use (including how to address the target audience), the way paragraphs
should be structured, the means that will be used to create visual interest,
as well as formatting concerns such as page layout and the use of access
devices (table of contents, course maps, glossary, index , graphic aids such
as pictures, maps, graphs and charts) and self-assessment activities,
promoting independent learning through guidance and feedback.
• Specify goals and objectives of what learners should be able to do after
completing a course or module or theme or unit in terms of verbal
information, intellectual skills, contextual skills, cognitive strategies and
creative strategies.
• Identify and determine learner entry knowledge, that is, background
knowledge, prerequisite knowledge and prior knowledge.
• Define the learning environment in terms of available resources, learner
workload and possible constraints.
Gagne, Briggs and Wager (1988) suggest the following set of
instructional procedures as a means of structuring a unit of a distance
education course.
Gaining learners' attention through the use of good layout,
accessible writing style, graphics and stimulating questions.
Specifying the outcomes or objectives of the distance education
course materials.
Integrating learners' prior learning experiences with newly
developed activities.
Stimulating learner interest by introducing problem-oriented
activities in the text.
•
Providing advice and coaching to learners through the use of selfevaluation exercises and progress checks.
Assessing learner performance through pre-tests, post-tests and
retention tests.
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Using instructional devices
Distance education texts set out to provide learners with a ready means of
identifying what they do not know and what learning and skills need to be
acquired. Instructional devices, such as the interspersion of outcomes or
objectives throughout the distance education text, are a means of focusing
learners' attention on the intended goals of the course. These instructional
devices are intended to direct learners to what should be learnt, and provide
criteria for learner assessment (Gagne, Briggs and Wager, 1988). Self-directed
activities in the text or pre-tests, overviews (summaries) and advanced
organisers (Ausubel, 1960) are other means used to guide learners'
understanding and development. Appropriate use of graphics such as
diagrams, charts and visuals makes the text more accessible, and helps
learners to establish links between relevant concepts.
Delivering a package
During a situational analysis and the design phase, consideration needs to
be given to selecting appropriate media to make distance education course
materials available to learners. Print, audio/video, radio/television,
teleconferencing, video conferencing, computers, face-to-face tutorials and
interactive satellite communications or combinations of these different
types of media are possibilities. In selecting the type of media to be used,
carefully consider learner accessibility, costs, time of delivery and
organisational efficiency. No matter how well designed materials may be,
failure to deliver them on time to the students will reduce their value
(Robinson, 1994: 185).
Evaluating your programme
Those involved in developing a programme need to undertake collaborative
evaluation. One means is formative evaluation (the evaluation of the course
design and development process while it is being carried out). Course teams
should solicit statements from colleagues or conduct focus group
interviews with students regarding course outlines, teaching methods, and
other aspects of the distance education materials. As part of a commitment
to producing quality course materials that students find relevant, there
must be an ongoing, collaborative process of interaction and monitoring by
both the course team and the students doing the course. The course should
build in opportunities for the students to do self-assessment and to provide
feedback in the form of reflective journals, for example. (See Luckett and
Sutherland Chapter 4, for more on these forms of assessment.)
Summative evaluation of course materials (evaluating the efficiency and
effectiveness of a course on completion, that is, product evaluation) should
also be used to assess the quality of distance education. Researchers who
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have not been directly engaged with the design and development of the distance education
materials should be involved in both formative and summative programme evaluation
(Holmberg, 1989: 173).
Application
The South African Institute for Distance Education (SAIDE) has developed a set of working principles
that can serve as a useful checklist to see that as many aspects as possible are covered in the
evaluation:
■ Quality of courses
■ Learner guidance and counselling
■ Processes of teaching and learning
■ Administration and learning
■ Staffing structure
■ Self-improvement processes of the organisation
■ Academic structure and accountability.
(SAIDE, 1994)

Examples of teaching and learning material
In this section, after a brief discussion of the kinds of language that make learning material
more accessible, a few examples of learning material which can be described as 'good
practice7 are analysed. (The reader is referred to Dison and Pinto, Chapter 6, for further input
on evaluating and developing texts and materials for active learning.)

The role of discourse in course material
Learning in distance education is essentially a dynamic, creative process of
knowledge construction, which centres on dialogue. As we have seen, some of the attitudes

student is drawn into dialogue by such a text, so he or she can engage in
meaning-making rather than being an unmoving target of pedagogy.
There is a more complex side to the picture though. As Makoni, quoting
Angelil-Carter, notes in his introduction to this book, the language of
academia is 'a very specialised discourse which presents a problem for all
students whether they are first or second language speakers' (Angelil-Carter
1993: 8). It is all too easy for students to feel disempowered in situations
where language functions to make them feel a gulf between themselves and
the subject of the material, yet there is no evading the need to master
specialised discourse. A good materials writer mediates, enabling students
to feel confidence in their own knowledge while facing them with the
uncompromising demands of that with which they have to engage.

Dialogical learning material
Dialogue gains its dynamic from the interplay between content or subject matter,
educational philosophy, personalities, environmental factors,
medium of communication and learners' individual needs. A clear sense of
a mediating presence in the learning material can create a strong sense of
immediacy and encourage this kind of engagement. The passage from the
learning material provided below illustrates the way in which an author's
personality emerges clearly. This is part of the clear invitation to the reader
to engage. The distance between the lecturer and the student is skilfully
reduced as he draws them into his confidence. In this example, the focus of
the learning experience is on different psychological types:
A few years ago, I took my wife on a delayed honeymoon trip to Europe
and chose the third option (to buy an air tick, pack a rucksack and, having
arrived in Europe, to decide the next step from there). Although she
eventually calmed down after the first week overseas and even started
to enjoy our tour, she began the trip with enormous apprehension. Initially
the idea of boarding a train with a Eur-rail pass, not knowing where we
were going to spend each night, seemed highly irresponsible to her.
(Blanckenberg, 1998)
Figure 3.1 Reducing the distance between educator and learner

We now look at examples of material that are in the dialogic/learner-autonomous
mode. These examples are taken from a 'stand-alone' course
book for teachers doing a Further Diploma in outcomes based education
(Malcolm, 1998). The first excerpt is taken from the first chapter:
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W h a t assumptions does this course m a k e a b o u t teachers a n d
schools?
The course assumes the following:
All teachers have beliefs about teaching and learning, and a
repertoire of skills that enable them to be effective teachers.
You have developed these beliefs and skills out of your own
experience, and use them as part of your work. This course should
help you to reflect on your current beliefs and skills, and modify or
extend them to enable more effective learning to take place.
(Malcolm, 1998: 3)
Figure 3.2 Conversational mode invites a socially negotiated understanding

Here we see the conversational mode used as a strategy to invite the learner to
construct meaning or what we referred to as 'socially negotiated
understanding'. The student's need for transparency and to be strongly
engaged is met by the immediacy and directness of the text. Both the heading
and the statement made are followed by explanations as if the reader had posed
a question while reading these. The writer invites the reader's trust as he clearly
demonstrates his belief in the teacher's professionalism ('You have developed
... '). This also highlights or makes explicit one of the outcomes of the course:
reflective practitioners. The use of 'should' ('should help you to reflect on your
current beliefs and skills ...') signals the author's professionalism and
unwillingness to operate as a controller or determiner of learning, while
suggesting a confidence in what the student is able to do. Similar conclusions
could be drawn from the following statements on the same page.
Teachers, and the quality of teaching, are the most important
resources in the school.
The quality of teaching and learning can always be improved.
(Ibid.: 3)
Figure 3.3A Creating dialogue

Here we see dialogue as opposed to dialectic. There is no confrontation or
arrogant assertion - nor is there a sense that the student needs to 'be put right'.
This is a dialogue in which the student is invited to share and reflect on certain
professional insights. On the next page, this particular dialogue is continued:
W h a t do we m e a n w h e n we say that all teachers h a v e beliefs
a b o u t good teaching a n d learning?
Try answering the following questions:
(a) What does your school and school community expect of a 'good
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(b)

teacher' and a 'good classroom' Think of teachers and
classrooms that are generally considered to be good teachers and
good classrooms in your school. What does the teacher do? What
do the children do? What is the relationship between teacher and
children, between different children?
Write down the characteristics of a good teacher, as seen by
your school community,
Think of a lesson you have conducted over the past year that was
especially successful - where children participated enthusiastically,
and learned a lot. Why did it work so well?
Write down the characteristics of that lesson that made it so
successful.
(Ibid.: 4)

Figure 3.3B Providing opportunities to construct knowledge

Here again, an important feature of the interaction between the student
and the text is the way it has been tailored to the particular situation in
which this student finds himself or herself. What we see in this 'two-way'
communication process in which the author's (lecturer's) word answers,
anticipates, interrogates, affirms, resists, or builds onto another's word,
that is, the word of the reader (learner) (see Waghid, 1999: 1). This 'guided
personal didactic conversation' allows knowledge to be constructed
(Holmberg, 1989: 43). The first chapter is rounded off with an explanation
of how the 'book' should be used, the formal assessment criteria, the
outcomes that are expected and the organisation of the 'book'.
Throughout the course material, there are clear indications of the active,
self-directed role intended for the students in their roles as teachers in the
classroom. Headings like 'What do you think?' or 'What would you do ...'
are used. In one case, an account (in narrative form) is given of a classroom
encounter with a child who is ahead of what the teacher intends to do. At
the end of the story, students are invited to reflect on what the boy is
showing he can do (as a way of moving students into the mental construct
of performance indicators which demonstrate that the desired outcomes have
been attained), and what strategies they would use to identify children in
their classes who are like this boy. Students are not given ready-made
answers to the problems or challenges of the classroom, nor is their role
limited to the classroom. They are invited to see themselves as in a position
to offer the crucial professional input needed on national educational policy.
The third chapter of the course material uses the narrative mode quite
extensively. As is the case with the other chapters, it begins by providing a
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succinct account of what the chapter will cover. There is a clear statement
on the underlying assumptions in this kind of academic discourse.
In this chapter, we describe some examples of teaching, curriculum
design and assessment that express the principles of Curriculum 2005.
We offer the examples as ideas that you can criticise and improve on
(Malcolm, 1998: 5)
Figure 3.4 Creating space for student autonomy

Here again there is a consistent commitment to creating space for the
student to act autonomously and thus be directly involved in the learning
process. In the excerpt given here, what happens in a

6). The teacher does not intervene when the children give the 'wrong'
answers. Nor is she perturbed that the 'discussion went on for a long time'.
At the next stage, the students are invited to reread the account and to
identify what Thembi was trying to achieve (consciousness-raising
reflection) and the things that the children have produced and achieved. In
the next section of the chapter, the students are given an account of how the
teacher went about planning the content. In this way the students are
skilfully guided through the planning stages: first thoughts; using the
education department Curriculum 2005 material to extend these ideas; a
brainstormed list of possible activities and content (related to the specific
outcomes for the Natural Sciences); the planning of assessment, and then the
final plan. This gives them an opportunity to reconstruct what happened
without any sense of the distance in time and space of the 'teaching'. Here
we have an instance of activities that encourage high road transfer - learning
which can or will be applied to other situations (Perkins and Salomon, 1987).
The student is vicariously involved and so is able to arrive at the abstractions
and make the connections, rather than being given a list of principles.
We now look at another set of examples that is intended for a very
different level. The material is drawn from one of the units in a telematic
wrap-around course (the M.Phil, programme offered by the University of
Stellenbosch in Leadership in Education).
Here again, each unit is structured like a book with content pages, a preface
and five themes written in chapter form. The formatting takes account of the
need for 'white space' and provides very clear signposts using very different
sizes of font. It also provides careful scaffolding in other forms. The preface
aims at giving students ready access to any part of the unit, giving explicit
guidance on the general approach taken, and outlining the content and main
focus of each of the themes in the unit. It also stresses the essential role played
by readings (journal articles and chapters from books). In addition, it explains
the role to be played by the portfolio, which students are expected to compile
in response to specific activities or tasks and emphasises the initiative the
student is expected to take. They are advised that: 'Two types of reflections can
be included in an integrated way' (our emphasis), the rationale for which is
made transparent after an explanation of what these are: 'We are interested in
your reflections because they will give us some understanding of your personal
and professional growth as educational leaders' (Waghid et al., 2000: 4).
There is a clear definition of role: the student is not only encouraged to
present his or her own opinion, but is shown that a particular form of
academic discourse demands it. This cued pattern identification may be
described as low road transfer in that the focus is on the immediate purpose.
The information given also serves to reiterate that the students are not
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merely informants in the sense that they can provide useful information on
what they have learnt, but are fully acknowledged participants in the
process in assuring the quality of the material. This is consistent with what
is said on the first page:
The unit opens up the possibility for all of you to agree or differ with
us, because as authors we also have contrasting viewpoints on
educational leadership. However, what is going to count most as you
engage with and use the concepts that underlie the various themes in
this unit, is the justifications that you are going to produce for a notion
of leadership you'll develop for yourself. In this unit, you'll find
adequate information to develop your own understanding of what
good educational leadership should be.
This unit on Leadership in Educational Transformation is the
collaborative result of vigorous interaction between five authors and
three critical readers as they engaged with the diverse views in the
material at various stages of the process. It is therefore not surprising
that our unit reflects a sense of challenge, coherence, and
paradoxically, ambiguity.
(Ibid.: 1)
Figure 3.6 Acknowledging the student as a participant

In keeping with the overall commitment to learner success and to learning
that will be applied to other situations, the desired approach to
assignments is clearly explained (see also Perkins and Salomon, 1987).
Please remember, in academic writing there is no complete answer.
What is important is that you need to argue your point of view well.
In other words, you need to show why you make certain claims (justify
your argument). You do this by using reasoning, facts, or other types
of evidence to support and develop your point of view.
(Waghid et al., 2000: 4)
Figure 3.7 Setting out the desired approach to assignments

Finally, the material lists the outcomes that students will achieve by doing
the course and provides a guide to referencing which gives concrete
examples of all of the kinds of entries students are required to make. This
is an important means of demystifying the process and giving students
access to a type of academic discourse.
Throughout this distance education material and particularly in the
assignments, the writer makes it plain that the student will be involved in
an active process of developing new mental constructs.
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Examples of assignments
Theme 1
Answer only one of the following three questions:
1. What global, national and institutional challenges are confronting
educational leaders at the turn of the century?
2. Reflect on a particular challenge that you have experienced,
addressed and effectively handled in your own leadership role.
3. How can gender equity in educational leadership be achieved in
your own environment"

Theme 2
You are an educational consultant specialising in transformational
leadership and strategic planning. You have facilitated a
transformation session with a particular client (primary school). All
stakeholders were represented in a session facilitated by you, and data
was generated regarding the vision and the mission of their school.
Write the vision, mission, and value statement, and formulate at least
five strategies to achieve the mission (two typed A4 pages). After
completing this, write a reflective statement on your approach to and
experience of the assignment. Structure your reflective statement under
the following headings:
How do you feel (affective) about doing this assignment? What
was your attitude towards it? Explain your feelings and attitude as
well as the reasons for your feelings/attitudefs).
What have your personal learning gains been in completing this
part of the assignment?
How will you be able to implement what you have learned?
(Waghid et al., 2000: 4ff)
Figure 3.8 Incorporating different kinds of 'intelligences'

To some extent, the questions on the first theme take different kinds of learners
into account. The first question would appeal strongly to someone who has
what Sternberg calls analytic intelligence or, in Gardner's terms, those with
linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence. The second question, on the
other hand makes provision for several of Gardner's intelligences: linguistic and
logical-mathematical intelligence (ability to present a logical and wellexpressed answer); intrapersonal intelligence (the ability to reflect on one's
own abilities, skills and performances); and interpersonal intelligence (insight
into the attitudes and feelings of others and/or the ability to affirm others.
The second and third questions both take a learner-centred perspective,
requiring the learner to engage in independent inquiry. They also make
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provision for learners with practical and/or creative intelligence (see
Sternberg, 1988 for more on these concepts).
The questions in the assignment on Theme 2, make strong provision for
intrapersonal and interpersonal intelligence as they require self-knowledge as well
as considerable insight into and ability to interact with other people. They also
make provision for naturalistic intelligence (cate-gorisation) and mathematicallogical intelligence in addition to linguistic intelligence. The assignment has other
features of ISD. The context is clearly sketched, the tasks are made as concrete as
possible and the students are engaged in reflective self-evaluation. Viewed from a
different angle, it seems that the assignment would call into play all three of
Sternberg's intelligences: practical, analytic and creative.
Providing formative feedback
Success depends in part on students' knowing what a course entails and the
outcomes they can expect to achieve. It also depends on personalised student
support. The interactive sessions via satellite link-up, for instance, that
telematic courses allow, provide students with an opportunity to experience
the personality and 'voice' of the person who is responsible for compiling the
course. As they read the material, they will recall that experience.
Other forms of distance education have to find other means of strengthening
the interpersonal relationship. One important way, which has already been
mentioned, is that contact sessions be held to enable students to ask questions,
and thereby gain more specific insights into what is demanded by a particular
assignment. A response sheet that allows for comments on the various aspects
of an assignment could be a very useful means of strengthening a relationship
of trust and of encouraging critical self-reflection. It could also encourage
students to revise their work, if necessary, if it provides explicit information on
the particular aspects that have not been successfully completed. Needless to
say, praise affirms students. It is useful to begin with positive comments,
identifying the strengths of the assignment. Criticism should be constructive
with clear and specific suggestions given as to how the weaknesses can be
overcome. Feedback should always end on an encouraging note.
Here we see a feedback sheet that is specifically designed for an
assignment in a module on English as a main language within an outcomesbased format:
Feedback Sheet: Assignment 3 (English as a main language)
Dear ...

Some kind of general appreciative comment would be made first. In each of the
following, a positive comment should precede comments on particular weaknesses
(if relevant) with appropriate suggestions as to how these could be overcome.
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a.

Description of the learners in your class and their particular needs.

Comment here should relate to the insight shown and the clarity of the
description.
b.

Statement of outcomes

Comment here would cover the relevance and feasibility of the outcomes as
related to the needs of the learners and the time available.
c.

Integration within English programme (language, literacy and
communication).

Comment
d.

Variety, effectiveness and creativity of strategies used

Comment
e.

Evidence of learner success

Initiative, originality and creativity

Assignment 3
Use TWO of the guidelines given in this section and ONE of your
own to create opportunities for your learners to spell and punctuate
more successfully.
a.
Provide a careful rationale for your choices, including the
particular needs of your learners and the way in which you
were able to integrate activities into your learning programme. |
b.
Provide a careful record of the process. You will need to
include the materials you used and evidence of the
development of your learners.
(Ridge et al., 1998: 152)'
Figure 3.9 Example of an assignment and feedback sheet

In this assessment sheet, the tone is courteous and the approach is personal.
Provision is made for explicit feedback on the various elements that
constitute the assignment.
A way of increasing the quality and relevance of an assignment like this
would be to provide either a model of a 'good' assignment, demystifying
the process through annotations that spell out what the assignment
requires. Many distance education students may not recognise the
importance of beginning with a clear description of the needs of their
particular learners, because they tend to teach content rather than to allow
learners to learn. By making the requirements evident, the students in this
case would be in a position not only to do an assignment of this kind, but
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also to facilitate learning far more effectively in their classrooms. Students
could also be alerted to the possibility of meeting the needs of their learners
in diverse ways, e.g. the creation of rhymes or songs (musical intelligence),
or the creation of activities that allow for the children to use their visualspatial intelligence.

A final comment
There can be no doubt that distance education at tertiary level offers a
means of increasing access to higher education. What is vital though is that
what is offered is quality education, tailored to the needs of the students.
This is not possible without a thorough understanding of the context of
the students. It requires a willingness to make ongoing, substantial
revisions to the learning material in the interests of the students, a
willingness to make the learning process one in which meaning is
negotiated in ways that take full account of the learner perspective.
Partnerships and institutional co-operation could ensure that the necessary
technical capacity is available to produce materials that incorporate the latest
ISD or to have the technical
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